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More for your mission.

Acquisition Mail
Direct mail is the backbone of most stations’ fundraising efforts, in some cases 
yielding up to 50% of annual revenue.

Unfortunately, many campaigns suffer from inadequate staffing, budgets and 
data segmentation. This limits your ability to reach the most likely donors 
with messages that are custom-tailored not just to households, but to the 
demographic profiles, personal interests and philanthropic histories of each 
individual prospect.

CDP’s Direct Mail Acquisition Program gives you customized mail lists built 
with the data trove in the National Reference File. These lists feature (among 
other things) wealth and philanthropy screening, enabling you to exploit 
specific donor behavior and better predict response rates. We then design, 
produce, mail and track a fully-branded campaign on your station’s behalf.

With CDP’s Direct Mail Acquisition Program, you gain all the benefits of a 
data-driven campaign with ZERO upfront risk. Our per-donor pricing model 
means you pay only for success, eliminating the advance cash layout and 
reducing your NET cost by 50% - or more. 

You pay nothing for the number of pieces mailed, only for acquired donors

A TURNKEY 
SOLUTION FOR 
ALL STATIONS

OUR PROVEN STRATEGY 
= 

YOUR NEW MEMBERS

Traditional 
Model CDP Model

Number of Pieces 20,000 20,000

Cost per Piece* $0.59 N/A

Response Rate** 0.80% 0.80%

New Members 160 160

Total Cost $11,800 $8,800

Cost per Donor $73.75 $55

Average Gift $41 $41

NET Cost to Acquire $32.75 $14

CDP Contact
Brooks Heckner | Director of Partner Services
brooks_heckner@wgbh.org | 617 300 5533

Campaign Sign up by:

August Early June

November Mid August

January Mid November

March End December

DATA
CDP develops a mail file 

using proprietary modeling 
methods. Donor behavior 

and capacity are taken into 
account

CREATIVE
CDP creates a branded 

direct mail package with 
your station’s distinct local 
identity tailored to match 

your membership offerings.

PRODUCTION/MAILING
CDP manages print 

production and mailing then 
tracks and reports delivery 

on behalf of the station.

CAMPAIGN TIMING
CDP executes direct mail 

campaigns 4 times annually. 
Stations choose their 

campaign participation 
before the start of 
each time period:


